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the audience is further confused by the fact that rudra at this stage is still an acp, and nagori subramaniyam is still a gangster in his late 40s. how can these two fall into crime together? sanjay dutt, if that was him, would have tried harder. it's not that the film (and screenwriter dhanraj pandey) has no idea what it is
trying to be. apparently, it wants to be a comedy, but it's far from that. it fails miserably in that, just as the men struggle to find anything to make them laugh, and the women find nothing to make them blush, the laughs and the blushes are long missing. the film starts out with a promise and a message: we'll see

how the story goes on, but in the first 10 minutes, you'll be taken through your known territory in a very obvious way. the first half is all about the direction, distance and effect with characterizations, dialogues and scenic appeal. but it's all done very lamely and a bit unconvincingly. (more) the characters talk
without saying much, the screenplay is minimal, there's no thriller angle or high energy and the story has a lazy pace. the characters are one-dimensional, the dialogues are usually plain without much panache. the visuals are perfectly average. the film might provide you with a couple of laughs that won't rank in
the next coming weeks, but in the end, you might find yourself just thinking about the fact that this movie, unlike its predecessors, still maintains a smile on our face. policegiri is a remake of the tamil classic saamy, that had a similar dhanush and prachi playing the cop and goon roles. here, it is a sanjay dutt and
prachi desai love story for those who know the stars in real life. the film neither has the connect nor the excitement that saamy had. it is as if no attempt was made to come up with something original with the same gags that worked for other players. it lacks a freshness that saamy had. the remake was one of the

reasons (the other being sanjay dutt's name on the poster) to watch it.
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